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The Treasury Board of Canada
Secretariat Regulatory Affairs Sector
90 Elgin Street, 5th floor
Ottawa, OntarioK1A
ORS

Email: RCD-DCMR@tbs-sct.gc.ca

Re: Regulatory Modernization- Request for stakeholder comments-International standards

Date: September 3, 2019

From: Canadian Jewellers Association (CJA) & Corporation des Bijoutiers du Quebec (CBQ)

Phyllis Richard, Chair, CJA Government Relations Committee, phyllis.richard@sympatico.ca

The Canadian Jewellers Association (CJA) and the Corporation des Bijoutiers du Quebec (CBQ) request a
regulatory review of the Precious Metals Marking Regulations (PMMR) with the end goal to modernize
and harmonize the regulations to an international standard. As it stands now there are irritants and
inconsistencies in the current regulations that could be avoided and still serve consumers.

Consumers are purchasing jewellery from all over the world with various markings. From the
consumer perspective it is important that they are not misled, and they have enough information to
make an informed decision.

In modernizing and globalizing the PMMR, barriers to trade would be reduced, it would support increased
economic growth of Canadian jewellery manufacturing and encourage Canadians to enter new markets to
buy and to sell product. It would also serve to reduce the administrative burden that exists with the
current PMMR.

We are concerned about creating knowingly or unwittingly, trade barriers and anti-competitive

environments through an outdated PMMR and its impact on innovation.

Background

In this ever-changing business environment, the Canadian jewellery industry finds itself in a very different
position than it was twenty years ago. In a 1997 Ernst and Young study, commissioned by the CJA, it
states that "over 90% of the 4400 jewellery firms in Canada have fewer than 20 employees; 65% have fewer than 5
employees". The significance of these statistics defines the fabric of the Canadian jewellery and watch
industry 20 years ago. Our industry was, and is even more so today, an industry of mostly small
businesses. This would reflect on "buying power" when purchasing product for import into Canada.

The jewellery manufacturing industry in Canada thrived in the latter part of the 20th century but, as so
many other industries, the manufacturing sector declined with the advent of offshore and foreign
manufacturers who were able to produce jewellery products much cheaper. The world was opening up
with the age of the internet and the online revolution. Well over 20 significant jewellery manufacturers
closed their doors or went bankrupt between the latter part of the twentieth century through to today.
Importers, wholesalers and distributors have become more prominent than manufacturers as suppliers to
retailers in Canada. Those Canadian manufacturers still producing have sought other markets (i.e. US,
Britain) to sell to. The precious metal products they produce need to be marked according to the market
they are selling into.

mailto:RCD-DCMR@tbs-sct.gc.ca
mailto:phyllis.richard@sympatico.ca
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The retail side of the Canadian jewellery industry has also changed dramatically with foreign ownership
becoming the norm for many retail chains. Peoples Jewellers, Mappins Jewellers and Birks Jewellers, three of

the largest chains in the 1960's to the 1990's, are now owned by foreign companies. In addition, many of the
Canadian owned jewellery chain stores have closed their doors (i.e. Ben Moss, Walters, Ostranders). Big Box

stores such as Costco and Walmart also carry fine jewellery and new chain stores have arrived from foreign
shores (i.e. Michael Hill).

How industry change affects the current PMMR

With the shift of supply of precious metals jewellery from domestic manufacturing to importation, the way in

which jewellery is marked has also changed. Often Canadian importers are unable to convince their foreign

suppliers/manufacturers to mark jewellery according to the Canadian standards of the current PMMR. Many

suppliers/manufacturers are driven to cater to the largest common denominator in terms of acceptable

standards. Buyers from the US are more likely to get cooperation from foreign suppliers because of the sheer

volume of their orders. It is very hard for Canadians to compete with such large orders.

Furthermore, because so many large retail chains are US or foreign owned their inventory will reflect the

markings of the largest part of their business which is generally outside Canada.

This holds true for the Canadian manufacturers as well. They will mark exported product according to the
markets they are selling into.

Trade Agreements and the PMMR

Although the new NAFTA has not been ratified, the US still remains Canada's largest trading partner when it

comes to jewellery products. Many of the remaining Canadian jewellery manufacturers do a volume of business

with US companies. As is so often in this economy the US is a most important market. Under the current PMMR

regulatory cooperation is an issue with the end result sometimes being non-compliant to the current Canadian

laws. Asymmetric regulatory regimes between Canada and the US raise unnecessary barriers to economic
growth and trade in both countries.

Attempts have been made in the past to harmonize the Canadian Precious Metals Marking Regulations with
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in the US. Here is a link to the response, dated October 31, 1997, from
the FTC to a request from Industry Canada for the FTC comments on the PMMR.
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacydocuments/ftc-staff-comment-canadas-consumer
products-directorate-concerning-canadian-precious-metals/v970007.pdf

With the CETA agreement with Europe that took effect in September 2017 the Canadian jewellery
manufacturers have an opportunity to grow their business with European countries. Canadian retailers have a
more advantageous market to shop in Europe. Both Italy and Germany are significant precious metal
suppliers.

International norms/standards for precious metals

As marketplaces become more global it is important for Canadian jewellery manufacturers, wholesalers,
suppliers and retailers to be able to take advantage of expanding markets.

Within the worldwide jewellery industry there are a number of global associations who set international
standards with regard to jewellery. The World Jewellery Confederation (CIBJO), Responsible Jewellery Council

(RJC) and the World Gold Council (WGC) would serve as resources to assist in harmonizing the Canadian
regulations to an international standard. Many in the international precious metal industry look to the UK

for the benchmark on precious metal standards. In addition, the ISO Standards for Jewellery and Precious

Metals provides guidance.

http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacydocuments/ftc-staff-comment-canadas-consumer
http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacydocuments/ftc-staff-comment-canadas-consumer
http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacydocuments/ftc-staff-comment-canadas-consumer
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ISSUES with PMMR

• The Canadian jewellery sector consists mostly of small businesses, many which are reliant on imported

jewellery products. The Canadian jewellery chain retailers are mostly foreign owned and therefore the

products they sell are also imported. These two factors come into play for industry as to whether to accept

precious metal articles bearing markings that do not always conform to the marking requirements of the

PMMR. Consumers, on the other hand, can purchase precious metal product from anywhere in the world.

This product may or may not conform to the PMMR.

• Canadian regulations regarding the marking of jewellery were developed in the early 20 th century and have

not been significantly reviewed or amended in over 50 years.

• While many of the core requirements of the legislation and regulations are sound, they were created when

Canada had a robust domestic jewellery manufacturing base and several Canadian-owned retail

establishments. The Canadian legislation and regulations initially followed closely the U.S. National

Stamping Act and accompanying rules and guidelines administered by the Federal Trade Commission

(FTC), but now vary significantly due to modernization and updating of U.S. requirements. A recent

example of the continual modernization, consultation and updating of the FTC guidelines and regulations

can be found in this July 24, 2018 notice https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2018/07/ftc

approves-final-revisions- jewelry-guides. Although there are some areas of the 2018 revisions that are

problematic (i.e. removingminimum thresholds of fineness for precious metals) the Canadian

PMMR could align itself with the US and the UK standards. The UK in particular is held as a world
class standard.

• The current reality is that foreign suppliers cannot or will not adjust their marking and quality specifications

for the small Canadian market, and this leaves wholesalers and retailers in the position of having to limit

offerings to Canadian consumers or pass on costs to the consumer for monitoring and re-marking jewellery

that does not meet Canadian marking requirements.

• In 2016 the Competition Bureau approached industry members to require minor technical marking

requirements such as adding decimal points on numeric declarations of quality (e.g., .417, .583, .750

markings on gold articles, .925 on sterling silver articles) whereas international trade practice accepts these

markings with or without a decimal point. Similar minor issues involving markings on hang tags and

alternative markings for gold plated sterling silver articles were noted by Bureau officials.

IRRITANTS

Decimal requirement for numeric quality mark

• The current requirement for a decimal point when using a numeric quality is out of step with what is

required internationally. From an importing perspective it is difficult and onerous for a Canadian

importer to get cooperation form a foreign manufacturer or wholesaler to mark a numeric quality with a

decimal. Generally, the Canadian orders are too small compared to other countries like the US. To our

knowledge no other country requires a decimal point with a numeric quality claim.

• If a decimal has to be added once the product arrives in Canada, there is a significant potential that

product would be damaged when applying the decimal mark and also would increase the cost of the

product due to the additional handling.

• Given that internationally a numeric quality mark is not required to have a decimal and that consumers

have accepted the numeric qualit y mark without the decimal, the absence of a decimal point does not

mislead consumers nor is it deceptive.

http://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2018/07/ftc
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• Given the free trade agreements with North America and the European Union the requirement of a

decimal point may be a trade barrier given that Canada is the only country within these agreements that

requires a decimal point with a numeric quality representation.

Trademark requirement

The requirement of a registered trademark on a precious metals article when there is a quality mark applied to
the article is consistent many other countries.

However, if a quality mark is not applied to the article but there is a hang tag or other marketing material

indicating the quality of the precious metal the supporting descriptive material such as a hang tag is not

required to have the trademark in the US. This information was provided by the Jewelers Vigilance Committee

in the US.

"The National Gold and Silver Stamping Act requires a trademark stamp on jewelry that has been quality

stamped only. No trademark is required if the item discloses the quality on the receipt a tag the box etc."

The Canadian requirement to reproduce the trademark on material attached to an article, such as a hang tag,

presents challenges and issues, mostly for Canadian retailers who are required to replicate trademarks, which

can be intellectual property of suppliers/manufacturers, on a hang tag, as an example. Beyond permission to

replicate a trademark there is also the human error factor where incorrect information could be attached to an

article.

Our suggestion would be to remove the requirement of a trademark on non-precious metal materials attached

to an article. The onus would be on the retailer making a quality claim of a product to ensure that the product is

indeed the quality they are claiming it to be on hang tags, signs etc. The requirement of a registered trademark

applied to an article that has a quality mark should remain.

Platinum marking

The mass-produced platinum jewellery that is sold in Canada is often manufactured internationally. There are a

few custom manufacturers that produce platinum jewellery and for the most part would either stamp the

jewellery 950 plat (or platinum) or PT950 for export. This is also true of the few larger manufacturers left

producing platinum jewellery here in Canada.

As stated in the Competition Bureau's publication "What Every Jeweller Dealer Needs to Know about the

Marketing of Imported Platinum Articles" the Bureau has no objection to the use of the US numerical

numbering system provided the claim (s) is not misleading and a recognized Canadian mark is added.

• Adding a mark after the article of jewellery has arrived in Canada poses the same potential to damage

the article and also adds to anincreased cost.

• Given the accepted practice in the US as stated in the FTC Guidelines" Advertising Platinum

Jewelry" and that the US has already harmonized their platinum marking guidelines to reflect

international standards it would make sense for Canada to adopt a similar accepted marking standard

as our largest trading partner.

• To be noted that in the FTC letter to Industry Canada it states that the ISO standard ISO 9202:1991

does not allow for platinum markings on products containing less than 85% platinum. It appears that

this was updated in ISO 9202:2014 allowing for fineness of platinum from 500 to 999. This would be

consistent with the current US guidelines.

Disclosure of content is ultimately important for consumers and for the Canadian jewellery industry to maintain

consumer confidence. The PMMR should consider harmonizing with international standards as the US has

done.
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Mixed metals (precious and non-precious) in jewellery

As consumer tastes and values shift so have jewellery products. Increasingly over the last number of years

there has been the introduction of "mixed metals" jewellery where precious metals and non-precious metals

are used together. This is not "plated" jewellery but articles of jewellery that have two or more distinct metals.

This category of jewellery is growing with consumers as they look for more affordable alternatives to wholly

precious metal jewellery. It also allows for various design elements that appeal to changing tastes, in particular

for younger consumers who may be in search of a modern or more industrial look.

This category should be addressed in the PMMR as to how mixed metal jewellery should be marked. Much of

these types of jewellery products are made outside Canada.

In the Essential Guide to the U.S. Trade in Gold and Silver Jewelry produced by the Jewelers Vigilance

Committee, alternative metals are discussed:

ALTERNATIVE METALS

A number of non-precious metals are used to produce jewelry items. These include stainless steel, titanium

(Tl) and tungsten (W). These are NOT precious metal, and therefore the above legal standards do not apply.

However, general legal standards regarding the accurate descriptions of products do apply. It would be a

violation of accepted legal standards to use words to market jewelry made of these metals that imply that they

are made of precious metals. Further, it would be a deceptive trade practice to mislead consumers to believe

that jewelry made of stainless steel, titanium or tungsten consists of precious metal.

Stainless Steel, titanium and tungsten are not precious metals - however, when such a product has been fully

covered by any process, with a plating of gold alloy of not less than 1O karat fineness, the FTC rules for plating

apply. (See section c) above)"

When the US Jewelers Vigilance Committee was asked about the stamping of mixed metal jewellery in the US

their response was:

"When marking an item composed of combo metals, tungsten and 14K, the metals are visibly distinguishable,

white and yellow, you may mark the 14KY. Why? Because the white portion of the band is not gold and

therefore 14K without the "Y" would be understood to mean that the entire item is 14K."

In speaking with a major US manufacturer about how they would stamp mixed metal jewellery their response

was that they do stamp it and used the example of "Tung-Ster" for a tungsten and sterling silver ring.

Another major mixed metal jewellery supplier currently stamps mixed metals, as examples, for a silver and

gold item "925 ETHOS 18K", a sapphire tungsten item as "SapphireTungsten".

Given that this jewellery product category has gained more importance in the last decade we would suggest

that this may require more input from the manufacturers of such products in order to ensure that consumers

are informed when making a purchase of these products but also harmonize with international practices on

how these products should be stamped.

Vermeil

• In order to gauge how the current jewellery marketplace was marking sterling silver/gold-plated

jewellery the CJA conducted an informal survey with members.
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• The results from respondents- 53% did not sell sterling gold plated jewellery, 47% said they did. Of the

47% the vast majority (93%) claimed the marking used was 925, .925 or 925 GP. Only 23% actually

had the decimal .925. 15% used 925 GP. Of the responses 17% claimed their customer knew what

vermeil was. It should be noted that some of the respondents were suppliers selling to retailers.

• Albeit anecdotal it would appearthat consumer awareness of "vermeil" is very limited.

• The respondents imported sterling silver/gold-plated product from various countries- China, Italy,

Germany, Thailand, Turkey, UK, USA and also some manufacture in Canada and export.

• In the USA- Vermeil: A layer of gold over sterling silver that has a minimum thickness throughout of

100 millionths of an inch. The karat quality of the gold can be added but is not required (e.g., "10k

vermeil") from the MJSA Guide to Stamping and MarkingRegulations.

• "Gold plated silver articles will be hallmarked as silver. Gold plated articles are not covered by the

'mixed metals' amendment to the Hallmarking Act (2007). Other than the silver hallmark, or a 925

stamp on underweight articles, no other standalone gold fineness marks are permitted on gold plated

silver articles, because they are potentially confusing and misleading to consumers." From the Assay

Offices of Great Britain

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment data/file/5689

06/hallmarking:9uidance-notes-october-2016.pdf

The regulation requiring "vermeil" or "vermil" stamping on sterling silver gold-plated jewellery does not appear

to be in harmony with international standards nor does it appear to be a descriptive that consumers

understand.

CONSIDERATIONS

• A recent survey of CJA members indicate a strong desire for clear and modernized rules governing the

quality and marking of precious metals jewellery in Canada. Consumer confidence is a key element in

the industry's viability and sustainability impacting over 4000 small businesses and their employees.

• The Government has demonstrated its willingness and ability to provide regulatory flexibilities on

precious metals markings where foreign marking schemes are changed and more clarity is provided to

the consumer (see link here to a 1998 statement on variances to platinum markings in the PMMR)

http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.Nsf/eng/01281.html

• CJA members have noted that the federal government has drastically reduced or eliminated inspections

and other compliance/conformity mechanisms such as information sessions, updated guidance

materials for business, import control programs, news releases, reports, consumer advisories, liaisons,

policy research etc. (see link to Competition Bureau conformity continuum bulletin here

http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/RG52-33-2000E.pdf). While this drop in  compliance

activity, policy development, and industry liaison could signal the government's confidence in the sector

to regulate itself, as with any industry there is a continual need for consumer and trader education,

monitoring of new market entrants, understanding new trends and adjusting approaches as innovation

and consumer demand requires.

• The federal government recognized the need to modernize the PMMR over 20 years ago and carried

out a preliminary consultation. Your records should show industry concerns and feedback during that

time. A publically available response to that consultation from the U.S. Federal Trade Commission is

linked here: https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacy documents/ftc-staff-comment

canadas-consumer-products-directorate-concerning-canadian-precious-metals/v970007.pdf

http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.Nsf/eng/01281.html
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/Collection/RG52-33-2000E.pdf)
http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacydocuments/ftc-staff-comment
http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacydocuments/ftc-staff-comment
http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/advocacydocuments/ftc-staff-comment
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Interim Reforms

As noted, ISED has set a precedent in providing flexibilities in applying the PMMR by issuing enforcement

guidelines or staff interpretations. We would recommend that ISED consult with CJA, CBQ and non-CJA

members in Canada to consider applying similar flexibilities with regard to decimal point marking, marking

standards for vermeil, gold plated sterling silver, hang tag marking, country of origin marking, mixed metals

marking, and platinum marking.

We would also respectfully suggest that ISED re-engage with the Canadian jewellery sector and employ some

of the policies found on the "left side" of the compliance/conformity continuum such as conformity education,

collaboration, and facilitation to ensure small business new entrants in the sector and others are informed and

kept up to date.

ISED may also wish to re-engage with consumers to inform them of how their interests are protected by the

regulations and what they should be looking for in terms of quality and marking on precious metals jewellery.

Long Term Reforms

By virtue of other regulatory modernization initiatives being carried out by the federal government (notably the

Health Canada/CFIA legislative and regulatory modernization projects) it is clear that the federal government

recognizes regulations must be flexible enough to respond to consumer and business demand for innovation. It

is equally clear that the government recognizes that federal regulatory agencies need to be agile enough to

respond to a rapidly changing marketplace fueled by technology and globalization. In light of this, ISED may

wish to consider a more comprehensive review of the PMMR keeping the following points in mind:

• Asymmetric regulatory regimes between Canada, the US and European countries in particular raise

unnecessary barriers to economic growth. ISED may wish to explore how regulatory cooperation in the

jewellery sector can reduce costs to Canadian small businesses and consumers and increase product

choice and innovation in the Canadian marketplace.

• Canadian jewellery dealers also rely on suppliers from European and Asian markets. International

standards may provide some guidance in modernizing the PMMR. Several ISO standards such as ISO

9202 https://www.iso.org/standard/57656.html and ISO 10713 https://www.iso.org/standard/18801.html

exist to promote international marking and quality harmonization. Other organizations such as the

World Jewellery Confederation (CIBJO) and the Convention on the Control and Marking of Articles of

Precious Metals provide standards and current research materials that assist countries in adopting

harmonized standards.

• Business to consumer e-commerce and online advertising of precious metal jewellery are on the rise.

Regulators need to consider how domestic and cross-border internet sales and advertising practices

conform to the PMMR, and whether adjustments/flexibilities or amendments need to be applied.

• In our recent member survey, some CJA members noted a marked decline or absence of interactions

with the federal government on the subject of precious metals marking over the past two decades.

New entrants to the market are unlikely to have ever encountered a federal inspector or received

information pertaining to the PMMR. Most regulatory agencies keep stakeholders informed and remain

visible in a variety of ways in order to maintain acceptable levels of compliance. Deploying sporadic and

limited enforcement blitzes as the primary approach to stakeholder engagement is a poor substitute for

comprehensive regulatory management.

• The CJA can provide partnership arrangements with ISED to assist with maintaining a fair marketplace

for business and consumers.

http://www.iso.org/standard/57656.html
http://www.iso.org/standard/18801.html
http://www.iso.org/standard/18801.html
http://www.iso.org/standard/18801.html
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As always, the CJA is willing to work closely with the federal government to promote and protect consumer and
business interests in the Canadian jewellery sector. We believe that the time has come for the federal
government to review and amend the Precious Metals Marking Regulations (PMMR) to an international
standard that would remove barriers to trade for Canadian jewellery manufacturers, allow the Canadian
marketplace to offer consumers clearly marked precious metals products that are consistent with other
countries and still maintain a transparency that consumers are entitled to and expect.

Thank you.

Phyllis Richard
Chair, Government Relations Committee

Canadian Jewellers Association (CJA)

Phyllis.richard@sympatico.ca

Cc. Beatrice Sturtevant, Managing Director, Canadian Jewellers Association (CJA)
Habib Malo, President de la Corporation des bijoutiers du Quebec (CBQ)

The Canadian Jewellers Association (CJA)

27 Queen Street E., Suite 600, Toronto, Ontario MSC 2M6
t 416-368-76161-800-580-0942 f 416-368-1986
Beatrice@canadianjewellers.com

Phyllis.richard@sympatic.oca

The Canadian Jewellers Association (CJA) is the national trade association representing the jewellery sector
since 1918. CJA liaises with all levels of government to ensure fair and equitable treatment. The CJA builds trust,
awareness, understanding and desirability for Canadian jewellery products. CJA is the voice of the Canadian
jewellery industry, providing leadership in ethics, education and communication. The CJA promotes consumer
trust and assists its members to follow best business practices. Our members consist of retailers, suppliers
(manufacturers), wholesaler,s_jewellery designers, e-commerce, and goods and service provider organizations
with an interest in the jewellery industry. Over 1,000 member locations situated in every region across Canada
proudly display their membership decal with the CJA logo and slogan. In 2017 the CJA acquired Jewellers
Vigilance Canada (JVC), a non-profit organization with a mandate to advance ethical behaviour in the Canadian
jewellery industry and provide a crime prevention program.

L'Association canadienne desbijoutiers (ACB) est !'association professionnellenationale qui represente le
secteur de la bijouterie depuis 1918. L'ACB assure la liaison avec tous les ordres de gouvernement pour
assurer untraitement juste et equitable. L'ACB favorise la confiance, la sensibilisatio,nla comprehension et
l'attraitdesproduitsdebijouterie canadiens.L'ACBest leporte-parole del'industrie canadienne dela joaillerie
et joue un role de premier plan dans les domaines de l'ethique, de !'education et de la communication. L'ACB

encourage la confiance des consommateurs et aide ses membres asuivre les pratiques commerciales
exemplaires. Nos membres comprennent des detaillants, des fournisseurs (fabricants), des grossistes, des
designers de bijoux, des commerces en ligne et des organisations de fournisseurs de biens et services
s'interessant au secteur de la bijouterie. Plus de 1 000 etablissements membres situes dans toutes les regions
du Canada affichent fierement leur autocollant d'adhesion portant le logo et le slogan de l'ACB. En 2017, l'ACB

a acquis Jewellers Vigilance Canada (JVC), un organisme a but non lucratif ayant pour mandat de promouvoir
un comportement ethique dans l'industrie canadienne de la bijouterie et d'offrir un programme de prevention
du crime.

mailto:Phyllis.richard@sympatico.ca
mailto:Beatrice@canadianjewellers.com
mailto:Phyllis.richard@sympatic.oca
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La Corporation des bijoutiers du Quebec (CBQ)

10300 Chemin de la Cote de Liesse

Bureau 230

Lachine, Quebec

HST 1A3

514-485-3333

helenecote@cbq.qc.ca

habibmalo@gmail .com

La Corporation des bijoutiers du Quebec (CBQ) represente tousles intervenants de l'industriede la

bijouterie. Ace titre, elle a non seulement pour but de promouvoir et de defendre les interets economiques et

sociaux de ses membres, mais egalement de leur fournir les outils necessaires pour prendre la place qui leur

revient aupres des consommateurs et

dans le milieu des affaires.

The Quebec Jewellers' Corporation represents all stakeholders in the jewellery industry.

It not only aims to promote and defend the economic and social interests of its members,

but also to provide them with the tools they need to assume their rightful place

with the consumers and in the business community.

mailto:helenecote@cbq.qc.ca
mailto:habibmalo@gmail.com
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